
833 Ingham Rd, Bohle Townsville. P.O.Box 7570, Garbutt BC 4814
Tel: (07) 4774 7606  Fax: (07) 4774 7608  Freecall: 1800 069 805

Email: retrofits@gough.com.au  Website: www. hybridtoiletsystem.com

The environmentally friendly solution

GOUGH INDUSTRIES PTY LTD ACN 010 028 547

HTS RETROFIT CUSTOMER INFORMATION SHEET

Dear customer, in order for us to correctly size and cost your proposed retro fit we ask you to supply us with the following 
information to the best of your ability. Please don't hesitate to contact us for further assistance.

Thanks for your help.  The more information we have now the easier it is to make sure the whole process runs smoothly.
We look forward to hearing from you.

1. Current usage rates on your existing system per day?                                                                      Persons per day

2. How are you gathering this information?           Door counters                  Park  Numbers                   Other (specify)  

3. Expected growth in usage per year?  (ie. 5%)                                                                                 % growth per year

4. Is the system a day visitor, camping ground or combination of both?               Day vistor                Camping Ground

5. Current system type?

6. Is Power available to the site?                                         Solar                      240 V mains                                      No

7. Is Fresh Water available to the site?                      Water tank                       Mains water                                      No

8. Is it suitable to discharge final effluent to ground?                                                         Yes                                      No

9. As they say, a picture paints a thousand words.
    Please sketch a floor plan including position of existing pedestals, urinals, basins, vents and post layouts under building.

10. The following dimensions are also required and can be shown on the sketch - distance between posts, clear height
       under the floor the lowest point. Floor joists or gate entry.

11. As the retrofit requires us to remove existing tanks and slide the new ones in under the building we need to have a 
     clear work area where the new tanks will access. Please show this on the sketch and dimension.

12. Obstructions such as trees should also be shown as we will require access for transport and unloading equipment.

13. Finally we ask you to take digital photos of the installation to give us a good idea of the layout of the building and the  
      land. These can be emailed to us or sent in the post.
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